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Emerging markets have played an important role in the global
economy not only in good time but also during global crises. Various
scholars claim that emerging markets perform much better duuring global
crises than the advanced economies. However, there is much to be done
in order to maintain the durability, resilience, and sustainability of these
economies in the long run.
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has hited the global economy
severely. However, most of the global agencies like IMF and World Bank
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firmly forecast that the global economy will significantly recover in the
next few years. In the short-term, there remains significant uncertainty
as the recovery is dependent on various factors, including the rollout of
vaccination, the effectiveness of generous stimulus packages, the
effectiveness of government programs to heal the economy from
increasing inequality, and harmful effects of the pandemic.
An important feature of emerging economies is the increasing role of
governmental intervention and resillience of both public and pricate sector
firms. Further, the role of institutional development is also important to
fuel economic growth in emerging markets. This is becoming more
pronounced during post-pandemic time.
his special issue call for papers investigating the role of
governemnt, public and prricatte swector firms, and the impact of
institutional developments on the economy in emerging markets.
This special issue will consider papers examining the following issues
but not limited to: business development, firm innovation, firm
performance, institutional development, etc.. in the context of emerging
markets.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business development
Entrepreneurship
Institutional development
Innovation
Firm performance
FDI
Business Model

If you have a topic in mind, please do not hesitate to send an
extened draft or proposal to the guest editor, Professor Xuan Vinh Vo, to
email vinhvx@ueh.edu.vn.
Special Note for Prospective Authors
Submitted papers should not have been previously published nor be
currently under consideration for publication elsewhere. All papers will be
refereed anonymously. A guide for authors, sample copies and other
relevant information for submitting papers are available on JIBED’s Author
Guidelines page
Important dates
Manuscripts due by:

31- Dec. - 2021
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Notification to authors:

30- April - 2022

Final versions due by:

30- June- 2022

--- The End---
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